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English Language (Each Question is 1 Mark)
1. Identify the adjective in the given sentence:
This restaurant serves delicious food.
a. Food
c. Serves

b. Delicious
d. Restaurant

2. Read the sentence carefully and identify the proper noun:
My neighbour said that her daughter lives in Dubai.
a. Neighbour
c. Lives

b. Daughter
d. Dubai

3. Fill in the blank with a suitable pronoun:
______ went to Singapore on holidays.
a. There
c. They

b. Alex
d. Us

4. Complete the sentence using the most suitable option:
Auftin scored a _____ during his football match.
a. goul
c. gole

b. ghoul
d. goal

5. Fill in the blank with the correct question tag for the given sentence:
The food was good, ________________
a. was it?
c. isn't it?

b. wasn't it?
d. it was?

6. Choose the best answer which tells the appropriate expression in the image:

a. Greeting
c. Insult

b. Apology
d. Mocking

7. Identify the tense of the given sentence:
He washes his car every week.
a. Present continuous
c. Present indefinite
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b. Present perfect
d. Past indefinite
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8. Read the given sentence and spot the common noun:
For Easter, Mandy got new dresses and shoes for her friends and family.

a. Easter and Mandy
c. Mandy and dresses

b. Dresses and shoes
d. Easter and dresses

9. Read the given sentence and spot the adverb:
Emelia never changes her principles.

a. Never
c. Her

b. Changes
d. Principles

10. Fill in the blank with the and suitable article:
A: What did Tom buy?
B: He bought ____ new camera to click high-quality photos.

a. No article
c. an

b. a
d. the

11. Fill in the blank using the most suitable adjective:
After a tough phase of her life, Joshina gathered all the strength and became ___________.
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a. strong
c. more stronger

b. stronger
d. most stronger

12. Fill in the blank using a suitable pronoun:
Birds flap ______ wings to fly.

a. it
c. their

b. his
d. those

13. Fill in the blank with a suitable verb form:
It never ______ here in winter.

a. snowed
c. snow

b. snowing
d. snows

14. Fill in the blank with the correct preposition:
I'm very satisfied ___ my exam results.

a. on
c. in

b. for
d. with

15. Look at the given figure and answer the question given below:
Who is he?

a. He owns a bakery.
c. He is a green grocer.
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b. He owns a sweet shop.
d. He is a shop keeper.
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16. Read the notice and answer the given question:
Dear Sarah,
You are invited to attend the conference on 'Latest innovations in the field cardiology' at Goa.
We will keep you informed about the exact venue. Please carry your proof of identity.
Awaiting your presence.
Thank you,
Dr. L.N. Gupta
Cardiology Association of India
Which information is missing?

a. Conference topic
c. The date of the event

b. The receiver's name
d. Documents to be carried

17. Look at the illustration. Answer the question:
What are they doing there?

a. Packing their bags
c. Collecting their luggage

b. Buying bags
d. Cleaning bags

18. Fill in the blank with a suitable article:
Who invented _____ fax machine?

a. No article required
c. an
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b. a
d. the
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19. Look at the given figure and answer the question given below:
In the given image, what are the people doing?

a.
b.
c.
d.

They are doing exercise
They are playing in and around the swimming pool.
They are cooking.
They are eating their lunch.

20. Look at illustration and answer the question:
In the given image, which is the strongest animal?

a. Ostrich
c. Elephant

b. Zebra
d. Giraffe

21. Fill in the blank using the most suitable verb form:
Rain or sleet ______ predicted for tomorrow.

a. is
c. was

b. are
d. were

22. Fill in the blank using the most suitable verb form:
Each of the Girls scouts _______ a community service project.
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a. do
c. does

b. are
d. is

23. Fill in the blank with a suitable article:
There can be many surprises in _____ life.

a. the
c. an

b. a
d. No article required

24. Read the application and answer the question:
I've got mail that my brother is coming to India from the U.S to visit my grandparents. We are
so excited about his visit. Hence, I need leave for a week. Request you to approve the same.
Thank you.
Regards,
Ethan
When is his brother coming to India?

a. The date is not mentioned.
c. He is already in India.

b. Tomorrow.
d. Next month.

25. Fill in the blank using the most suitable option:
Ray: I can't go across the road on my own. __________________________
Jimmy: Sure.
a. Can you help me?
c. Must you help me?
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b. Should you help me?
d. May I help you?
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Achiever’s Section (Each Question is 2 Marks)
26. What is the tense of the given sentence?
Bainca and Rex got married last month.
a. Past perfect
c. Present perfect

b. Simple present
d. Simple past

27. Choose the correct spelling:
(Hint: To see the time)
TAWHC
a. CATCH
c. WATCH

b. HCAWT
d. TWACH

28. Find the correct synonym of the quoted word:
This box is very "large".

a. Narrow
c. Tiny

b. Small
d. Gigantic

29. Look at the given figure and answer the question given below:
What can you find in the given image?

a.
b.
c.
d.

George is writing his exam. The clock is around 2 o' clock.
George is preparing lunch, as it is already 12 o' clock.
George is watching TV. It is 11 a.m.
George is watering the plants. The time in the clock is 1'0 clock.
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30. Read the notice and answer the question:
Dear Parents,
We cordially invite you to join us for the parent-teacher meeting which is scheduled on
Saturday. We will discuss your child's performance. Request you to be present without fail.
Regards,
Seema
HOD
What is the notice all about?

a. Parent-teacher meet
c. Dinner invite

b. Office meeting
d. Birthday party

31. Read the notice and answer the question:
Reminder!
Dear Customer,
Your electricity bill for last month is due. Request you to make the payment on or before 15th
of this month to avoid interruption.
Regards,
Electricity board
Who is the sender?

a. Customer
c. Teacher

b. Electricity board
d. House owner

Direction (for questions 32-34): Read the given passage and answer the question:
Vikram Sarabhai is the father of our space program. He was a highly talented scientist who not only
developed and launched rockets but was passionately committed to use all aspects of science and
technology, in general, and space applications, in particular. He was a dreamer, creator, an
innovator, not only in science and technology, or in its organization and management but also in a
huge range of developmental institutions ranging from the Space Science and Technology Centre,
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Thiruvananthapuram, to the Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad, and the Nehru Foundation
for Development. Vikram Sarabhai has often been typified as a dove on nuclear weapons and
missiles. He advocated a more decisive role for scientists in the promotion and application of science
and technology to contribute to the attainment of socio-economic goals set by planners. Indeed, he
called for and worked for scientists and technologists to be heavily involved in the policy and
management aspects of science and technology-intensive areas of national endeavour, other than
science and technology in a narrow sense.

32. Vikram Sarabhai can be described as a:
a. Average talented scientist
c. Normal talented scientist

b. Highly talented scientist
d. Graded talented scientist

33. The tag which does not define Sarabhai is:
a. Motivator
c. Innovator

b. Creator
d. Dreamer

34. In the field of nuclear weapons, Vikram Sarabhai symbolized as:
a. Committed
c. Dove

b. Highly capable
d. Contributor

35. Fill in the blank using the most suitable option:
Father : Let's go shopping!
Harry : _______ I have a class, dad.
a. Let's go
c. All right!
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b. Sorry!
d. Forget me!
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Answer Key
1.
11.
21.
31.

b
b
a
b

2.
12.
22.
32.

d
c
c
b

3.
13.
23.
33.

c
d
d
a

4.
14.
24.
34.

d
d
a
c
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5.
15.
25.
35.

b
c
a
b

6. a
16. c
26. d

7. c
17. c
27. c
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8. b
18. d
28. d

9. a
19. b
29. a

10. b
20. c
30. a
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